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Set-up configuration:  

1.  Twist off table top counterclockwise. 
2.  Lift upper tub from lower tub and place it on the ground 
3. Fill bottom tub with 2–3 inches of ice (first part of one 20 lb. bag
4. Gently place keg inside lower tub on top of layer of ice. 
5. Fill the space surrounding keg with ice (from remaining 20 lb. bag).
6. Take upper tub and flip it right-side-up so logo is readable. Turn

onto lower tub until completely closed/sealed and Bistro Bar logo
opposite the wheels. 

7. Lock the lower tub with the upper tub. (See pic Step 7) 
8. Unravel the foot pump air line and insert it into the hole in the upper tub 

located on the backside of the upper tub, opposite the Bistro Bar logo
should line up with lower tub wheels. (See pic Step 8-9) 

9. Place foot pump near the base of the wheels on the ground.
8-9) 

10. Connect the foot pump air line to the coupler on the side opposite the 
 handle lever. Make sure the rubber backflow preventer does not fall out.
 (See pic Step 10) 

11. Insert beer line through table top hole. Going clockwise, t
 the table top. Then, going clockwise, twist lock on the beer tower by 
 lining up the holes in the table top with the adapter pin. 

12. Twist off the table top counter clockwise and then hang the table top on 
 the side of the Bistro Bar with the hanger found on the bottom side of 
 the table top. (See pic Step 12) 

13. Connect the beer line to the coupler via the hole that is closest to the 
 coupler handle lever (the hole that is facing directly up). 
 may be required in case of beer leakage. (See pic Step 13

14. Tap the keg by lining up the grooves on the coupler then press down and 
 turn the coupler clockwise. DO NOT press down the coupler 
 will get a beer bath.  

15. Once the coupler has been fully installed, go ahead and press 
 handle lever. This releases beer into the beer line. 

16. Twist the table top back onto the Bistro Bar and lock table top
 backside. 
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logo is facing front, 

in the upper tub 
upper tub, opposite the Bistro Bar logo and 

foot pump near the base of the wheels on the ground. (See pic Step 

Connect the foot pump air line to the coupler on the side opposite the 
handle lever. Make sure the rubber backflow preventer does not fall out. 

Insert beer line through table top hole. Going clockwise, twist lock on 
the beer tower by 

 
Twist off the table top counter clockwise and then hang the table top on 

found on the bottom side of 

the hole that is closest to the 
. NOTE: O-ring 

Step 13) 
Tap the keg by lining up the grooves on the coupler then press down and 

down the coupler lever as you 

, go ahead and press down the 

Bistro Bar and lock table top on 

17. Bistro Bar is ready to dispense. De
moved around, the first pitcher may be a bit foamy. 

 
Note: It is best to let the keg sit for 1 hour
amount of foam inside the keg. Apply pressure while the beer is flowing as 
needed with the foot pump by watching the flow of beer coming out.
to apply pressure when beer is NOT flowing.

Storage configuration: 
1. Unlock table top, remove it and hang

2. Untap the coupler from the keg by first lifting 
close the keg from releasing any beer.
clockwise and remove the coupler. 

3. Remove the beer line and air line from the coupler. C
with the black rubber caps if the coupler came with them.

4. Through the hole, pull out the foot pump air line and wrap the line 
around the foot pump. 

5. Remove the beer tower from the table top 
table top back on to remove the tower). Wrap the beer line around 
the tower. Place the table top on the ground and set the tower on the 
table top. 

6. Unlock the bottom tub and upper tub. Remove the upper tub.

7. Remove the keg and empty the remaining ice/water.

8. Place the foot pump, coupler, beer tower inside the bottom tub.

9. Flip upper tub upside down and place over the bottom tub. Line up 
the inside locks and secure the locks inside.

10. Twist on the table top on top of the 
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Bistro Bar is ready to dispense. Depending on how much the keg has 
he first pitcher may be a bit foamy.  

s best to let the keg sit for 1 hour before serving to reduce the 
Apply pressure while the beer is flowing as 

needed with the foot pump by watching the flow of beer coming out. Try not 
flowing. 

 

and hang on the side of Bistro Bar. 

Untap the coupler from the keg by first lifting up the handle lever to 
close the keg from releasing any beer. Twist off the coupler counter- 
clockwise and remove the coupler.  

Remove the beer line and air line from the coupler. Cover the holes 
with the black rubber caps if the coupler came with them. 

ull out the foot pump air line and wrap the line 

beer tower from the table top (may be easier to put the 
e the tower). Wrap the beer line around 

the tower. Place the table top on the ground and set the tower on the 

Unlock the bottom tub and upper tub. Remove the upper tub. 

Remove the keg and empty the remaining ice/water. 

coupler, beer tower inside the bottom tub. 

Flip upper tub upside down and place over the bottom tub. Line up 
the inside locks and secure the locks inside. 

the collapsed Bistro Bar and lock it. 

 

 


